
FREQUENT SICKNESS ABSENCE 

 

 

Return to Work 

Return to Work Discussion (RTWD) carried out on 

employees return to work by line manager for every 

episode of sickness absence. (Completed on eESS) 

 

Employee reaches attendance trigger 

point(s)  

 

Employee not reached attendance 

trigger point(s)  

 
Employee advised will be invited to Formal 

Absence Review Meeting to discuss absences 

which have resulted in reaching a trigger point.  

Employee is informed their levels of attendance 

will continue to be monitored and potential 

outcomes if no improvement. 

 

Employee invited to Formal Absence 

Review Meeting  

 Appropriate line manager will arrange to 

formally meet employee to discuss their 

attendance record for the previous rolling 12 

month period at a Formal Absence Review 

Meeting. A formal invite letter should be sent to 

the employee at least 5 working days prior to 

the meeting.  

 

Letter Template 07 - Invite   

Letter Template 08 - Failure to Attend 

Following the meeting, line manager should 

inform the employee of the outcome of the 

Formal Absence Review Meeting and their right 

to appeal.  

Letter Template 09 - Outcome 
Possible outcomes: Informed levels of 

attendance will continue to be monitored and 

potential outcomes if no improvement.  

Referral made to next in line manager. 

 

 

 

 

 

Refer to next in line manager 

for consideration of the case 

being heard at a disciplinary 

hearing. 

 

Absence record discussed with employee 

along with support implemented. Outcome of 

disciplinary hearing confirmed/ employee 

advising outcome will be confirmed in writing 

within 5 working days. 

Disciplinary outcome letter sent from chair to 

employee confirming outcome of hearing. 

Letter Template 13 - Outcome of Disciplinary 

Hearing- breached triggers or warning 

template 

 

Referral for consideration of 

Disciplinary Hearing  

 The line manager should provide the next in 

line manager with a copy of the Formal 

Absence Review outcome letter, SSTS 

printouts/ timeline of absences including 

reasons, any recent OHS reports and RTW 

forms.  

 

Employee is informed by letter from next in line manager to 

confirm not proceeding to Disciplinary Hearing and Employee 

is informed their levels of attendance will continue to be 

monitored and potential outcomes if no improvement.  

Letter Template 10 - Not proceeding to a Disciplinary Hearing 

 

Employee has the right to 

appeal the process not 

being followed by using 

the paper based form. 

Submit to next in line 

manager to review. 

 

Disciplinary Hearing Arranged by next in 

line manager with HR Practitioner 

Disciplinary invite letter sent to employee with at 

least 5 working days notice by disciplinary chair.  

 

Letter Template 11 - Invite to Disciplinary Hearing  

Letter Template 12 - Invite to Rescheduled 

Disciplinary Hearing 

 

SSTS printouts/ timeline of absences including 

reasons and other relevant information, 

including relevant OHS reports, should be 

shown and discussed with the employee to 

ensure that the reasons and circumstance 

surrounding each absence are fully understood. 
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